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SUMMARY 

A brief investigation has been made of the use of alternative 

recovery bases by air defense interceptor aircraft. Alternative 

recovery bases have been suggested for use under certain cireum-

stances to shorten the amount of post-combat flight required to 

recover the interceptor. This tactic would thus permit a larger 

fraction of the aircraft fuel capacity to be used during the pre-

combat and combat p9rtions of the intercept mission. The ptirpose 

of the study was to investigate the extent to which this procedure 

could be employed and the benefit that could be expected to accrue. 

The study includes a simple analysis of the theoretical advantages 

of the use of alternative bases and an application of the tactic to 

the problem of the defense of the northeastern part of the United 

States. It is concluded that the use of alternative recovery bases 

presents a feasible method for increasing the amount of time avail-

able to an interceptor force for use in combat. 
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INTHODUCTION 

The number of fit;htArs that can enrage an attacking bomber force is 

dependent upon the distribution of the fif".hter bases within the defended 

area and the perforrr.ance and endurance characteristics of the fighters. The 

maximu,11 combat radius of a fit:hter is a fuel capacity measure of the endurance 

of tbe interceptor; it is, broadly, the distance the interceptor can fiy, 

combat for a specified length of tL~e, and return to base. After a hostile 

bomber force has been detected, identified, and its track established and 

extrapolated, the number of fit,hters that can combat the bombers and return 

to base is then dependent upon the number of combat-ready fighters based -

and alerted - within a distance fror:1 the bomber track equal to the combat 

radius of the fighter; i.e., within a corridor, centered on the bomber track, 

of width equal to twice the appropriately defined combat radius. 

The advance specification of the time required for combat (and, there-

fore, the available combat radius and the resulting fighter commitment policy) 

is necessarily somewhat arbitrary. If combat is considered to begin at TALLY-

HO or JOY and to cease when the interceptor has expended all its ammunition, 

the ti."Ile required for corabat :is an extremely variable quantity depending upon 

a large m1mber of factors, includinf: the relative positions of the aircraft 

when the firhter detects the bomber and hence the positioning time required 

by the fighter to meet the fire control system requirements; the time required 

to close frolli sights-on to open fire; the firing intervals; and the time re-

quired to make reattacks or additional passes if the first pass is unsuccessful 

or multiple salvo ammunition loads are carried. Any of these lengths of time 

may become large. If the combat occurs at distances from the fighter base of 
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near-ma.ximwn combat radius the ttgo-home" fuel condition may force the fip,hter 

to break-off the co:-r1bat prematurely and return home with ammunition aboardo 

For other than sneak raids it may be expected that the size of an at

tacking bomber force will be sufficiently large to saturate the anticipated 

defenses. Against the threat of large yield nuclear and thermo-nuclear war-

heads, increasing em;::,hasis is being placed upon a hi~h-attrition defense sye-

tern. The preplanned provision for the use of alternative recovery basee - ae 

distinct from emergency use - has been suggested as a possible means of ulti-

mately increasing bomber attrition by permitting ereater flexibility in air 

defense fighter operations. If the amount of post-combat flight can be 

shortened, the fuel saved may be used either to permit the fitshter to fly 

farther before co:nbat; i. P-o, more fighters ;nay be able to join the combat, 

or to ·allow the fighters to remain in combat for lonrer periods of time. 
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POTENTIAL OPERATIONAL PAYOFF 

Extension of Pre-Combat Range 

Consider the interception of an attacking bomber force. Fig. l, ·Case 1, 

below shows a typical interceptor flight path for a fighter vectored into com-

bat from a ground-alert status. From a base at point Q, a .distance ct1 from 

the bomber track, the fighter intercepts the bomber at point A, combats the 

bomber for some period of time, breaks-off the combat at point B, and returns 

to base at point Q. For maximum total-distance-flown missions with a fixed 

a.~ount of combat from point A to point B, an ellipse may be constructed -

with A and B as foci - which represents the locus of bases from which a given 

-".!,.., 

fighter can intercept the bomber at point A, combat from A to B, and just return 
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to base. i\ distance 1i. is then determined which is the maximum distance 

from the bomber track that a base may be situated from which fighters can 

attack the bombArs, combat for a fixed length of time, and return homeo All 

bases within a corridor, c~ntered on the bomber track, of width equal to 

twice L1 are then in a position to mount sorties against. the raid. 

Consider now the intercei:;,tion shown in Fig. 1, Case 2, in which all 

factors about the aircraft and the combat are the same as before, but the 

fighter after'co~bat do~s not return home but lands at some pre-selected 

airfield a distance R from the point where combat terminates. Again, fo:r 

a typical mission the interceptor would scr&~ble from some base Q, a distance 

ct
2 

from the bomb~r tracko For maximum total-distii.nce-nown missions, a cir

cle may be constructed with point A as center which is the locus of all bases 

from which the given fighter can intercept the bomber at point A, combat the 

fixed amount of time, and fly a distance R to the alternative base, G. The 

radius of the circle, L2 , is then the maximum distance from the bomber track 

that a base rr.ay be situated from which fi[,hters can attack the bombers, com-

bat for a fixed length of time, and Uy the distance R to the alternative base.· 

In this case all fighter bases within a corridor, centered on the bomber 

track, of width equF.:.l to twice L
2 

are able to attack the raido 

The ratio of L
2 

to L
1 

is a measure of the pre-combat range extension 

benefit of this tactic and may be approximately expressed (see Appendix I 

for derivation) by the equation: 

( 1) 

-h-
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where: 

L • maximum distance from bomber track of fighter base 

that can mount interception sorties (nautical miles) 

R • distance from point where combat terniinates to al

ternative recovery base (n.mi.) 

D
1 

= distance interceptor must fly to return home after a 

maxim~~ combat-radius mission (n.mi.) 

k ratio of specific fuel consumption rate during post

combat flight to specific fuel consumption rate dur

ing pre-combat flight 

Subscript 1 refers to combat-radius type mission 

Subscript 2 refers to alternative recovery base type mission 

The factor k in ~q. (1) accounts for the different rates of fuel con-

sumption that occur with operation under, say, long-range cruise power and 

military powen plus afterburnero If the fuel consumption rate during re-

turn to base is the same as the rate during cruise-out, then each mile 

saved by usinr an alternative base after combat may be used to fly one mile 

farther before combat. If the fuel consumption rate during return to base 

is one-third the rate dur'L"lg cruise-out, corresponding perhaps to cruise-

out on afterburner anci return 0:1 an economical power setting, then each 

mile saved by usinr- an alter-native base after combat will extend the pre-

combat range by only one-third of a mile. 

The factor R will vary between the value of D. and zero. If the 
l 

nearest suitable alternative base is farther away than the home field, then 

the interceptor will obviously return home; i.e., R/D1 will never be larger 

than unito If combat terminates directly over the alternative base (or, in 

emergency, if a base is within gliding distance) then R equals zero and the 

-s-



upper limit of the maximum possible extension of pre-combat range by this 

method may be realized. 

Figure 4, page 29, is a graphical presentation of Eq. (1) and illus-

trates the above discussion. 

Increase in TL~e Available for Combat 

Consider now the interceptions depicted in Fig. 2, below •• Figure 2, 

Case 1, shows a typical example of the conventional intercept, combat, and 

return to base pattern as well as the intercept pattern from the base a 
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maximum distance 1i from the bomber track. Figure 2, Case 2, shows the alterna

tive base example where a fighter from a base the distance L2 • 1i away from 

the bomber track is able to combat the bomber for a longer period of time than 

in Case 1 because the post-combat portion of the mission has been shortened 

by landing at the nearest suitable alternative ba1e. The :increase in time 
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available for combat is the payoff of this tactic; it may be approximately 

expressed as follows (see Appendix I for derivation): 

or 

where 

• 

(2) 

/n -~\ 
1 +5 ~~l) ( 3) 

the time available for combat in the conventional, maximum 

combat radius mission (hrs.) 

the time available for combat with alternative recovery bases 

(hrs.) 

R • distance from point where combat tenninates to alternative 

recovery base (n.mi.) 

s = ratio of specific fuel consumption rate during post-combat 

flight to specific fuel consumption rate during combat 

Di • distance interceptor must fly to return home after a maxi

mum combat radius mission (n.mi.) 

distance interceptor flies during combat in a maximum com

bat radius mission if returning to home base after combat 

(n. mi.) 

The factor s accounts for the different rates of fuel consumption dur-

~g the combat and post-combat flight. In Eq. (2) the factor R/D1 again com

pares the different distances flown in post-combat flight, and the factor 

D1/D relates the distance required to return home to the distance flown in 
cl 

.., 
-1-
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combat under conventional return-home conditionse Equation (3) expresses 

the saving in post-combat flight, D1-R, as a multiple of the distance covered 

in the combat of the conventional intercept of Case 1. 

Figure 5, page 30, is a plot of the increase in time available for 

combat as a function of the distance R (expressed in terms of D.) for various 
1 

values of sand D./D • 
i c

1 

-.... ·-



FEASIBILITY 

A consideration of operational tactics utilizing alternative bases 
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presumes the availability of airfields suitable as alternative recovery baseso 

In countries with well-developed military air power and extensive civilian 

airline systems, like the United States, numerous airfields exist, particu-

larly in the vicinity of large citieso Hence, possible alteniative recovery 

bases are usually present, and in proximity to probable target systems. A 

sorting of these possible recovery fields then requires a delineation of the 

minimum operating requirements of the particular aircraft concerned. 

Since the various fighter interceptor bases themselves should be 

so~ewhat uniform in character, their distribution and availability should 

be considered in the first search for alternative recovery bases. Other possi-

ble contenders can thP.n be measured for certain physical constraints such 

as the ability to recover the aircraft; i.e., constraints such as certain 

of the navigational aids (towP,r, GCA, ILS, DF, and beacons) and the required 

runway characteristics. Another minimum require;:ient, for other than emer-

pency use, is the availability of proper POL supplies and compatible refuel-

ing equipment so that the aircraft may a.t least be turned around and returned 

to home base. If the size and length of the air battle is anticipated to be 

such that recycling of interceptors is required, then additional specifica-

tions appear: ammunition and probably ox;:rg~n must be available; servicing 

or checking of the aircraft electronic equipment will be necessary; communi-

cations between the interceptor, the home base, and the alternative base muet 

be adequate to control the interceptor in an efficient manner; and sufficient 

maintenance personnel must be available to accomplish the recycling in a 
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reasonable length of timeo (If battle damage repair or an appreciable amount 

of maintenance is required the interceptor will undoubtedly suffer in total 

time required to turnaround if recovered at an alternative base. Aircraft re-

quiring maintenance or repair after the first sortie, even if recovered at 

uhorne", however, will undoubtedly be limited to a single sortie against the 

first raid. For any follo·wing: raids, both the threat and the ADC alert-status 

will be completely changed and concern for the time required for maintenance 

away from home becooes relatively unimportant.) 

The obvious objection to the adoption of tactics that require alterna-

tive base use is the possibility of increasine instead of decreasin~ one's 

vulnerability to attacko The initial siting of interceptor bases and the 

alloc~tion of defense forces is presumably determined from a joint evaluation 

of the enemy capabilities and a consideration of the possible target systems. 

To concentrate the defenses to repel a raid against one part of the target, 

or to allow the defenses to disperse to other bases following the first raid -

in the absence of a current picture of the entire air battle, or in the absence 

of long range early warning - is obviously a gamble as to the existence of 

sinlQltaneous or successive raids. The degree of confidence with which a com-

l'!'.ander can commit fighters to battle and control them for maximum effective-

ness is µri;narily dP.pendent upon the extent and quality of the radar coverage 

and the speed of the reportini:; net. Improvement in fighter utilization by use 

of alternative recovery bases is thus strongly contingent upon the adequacy 

of the radar envi~orunento 

The general adoption of tactics utilizing alternative recovery base~ must 

be preceded by: 



a. J\ determination of the distribution of suitable 

alternative bases with respect to the take-off base. 

b. The probability that a situation will arise where 

the intPrceptors will need or can utilize alterna

tive bases. 

c. The potential payoff o.f tactics that utiliz~ alt.erna

tive recoverJ bases (increase in number of effective 

firing passes, etc.). 

d. An estLTiation of the probable risk (for an inland 

base with ample early warning near an isolated tar

get the risk may always be small; for a peripheral 

base with limited early warning near a large target 

area the risk may always be large). 

Even after the establishment of a general policy to use alternative 

basesJ each actual raid must be assessed as to: 

a. Position, t~ack, and size of raid 

b. Value of possible targets 

c. Number and distribution of availablP defenses 

d. SneT.y cR.pability for - and probability of - mount in,'; 

a si.nultanem.:.s or follO'.r_i_ng rald 

e" Influence of weather (the al te.rnative base may have 

:r.arr:inal all-weather traff-Lc handling capabi:!.ity) 

or other variables. 

I12t-ll 52' 
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EXAMPLE - DEFENSE OF NORTHEAST~RN lJNIT1~'.:: STATES 

The Threat 
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The defense of trie northeastern part of the United States may be con-

sidered a primary mission of the USAF Air Defense Command (a majority of the 

United States cities with a population of 100,000 or more are located in the 

fifteen states that border on either the Great La{es or the Atlantic seacoast 

between Virginia and Massachusetts.) A surprise mass raid is postulated as 

initiating or coinciding with the initiation of general hostilities in the 

near future time period - up to, perhaps, 1955 or 1956. 'Estirr..ations of the 

range capabilities of Soviet bombers indicate their ability to attack the 

northeastern United StatP-s either by near=polar penetrations across Canada 

or by approaching acr•oss the :-forth Atlanticc Concern for maxi.mum bomber 

survivsl probability argues that penetrations of the outer regions of the 

United States-Canada defenses will be made in large cells or strea~s of 

bombers with perhaps two to four such ['roups directed against the north-

eastern United States, each ~roup or stream subsequently branching or 

splintering to seek specific targets. 

Usefulness of Extension of Fre-Co171bat Range 

Figure 6 9 ~ag~e 31, ;:hows a map of the northeastern United States and 

indicates t!l.e posit.ion of the ADC fi.:;hter bases currently operational. To 

illustrate the distribution and spacing of these interceptor bases, Fig. 6 

also contains four circles of 300 nautical mile radius, centered on four 

somewhat arbitrarily chosen fighter bases. It will be noticed that: these 

four circles completely cover the United States frontier of the area under 

consideration; the circles overlap to a considerable extent; and the territory 
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enclosed within each circle includes several other fighter bases. Or, stated 

differently, if JOO nautical miles is the combat radius of the fighters in 

the defense syste:.., then any bo:nber raid can be hit by fighters fro:n several 

different baseso (The maxL':"!Um combat radius of a given fit;hter varies pri.ma-

rily with the altitude of operation, whether or not external fuel is carried, 

and whether or not the aircraft is forced to fly with afterburner-on. Each 

of the fighters planned for the air defense syster::. in the near future, the 

F-86D, the F-89D, and F-94C can have a combat radius in excess of JOO miles 

if extPrnal fuel is carried. ) 

To illustrate one of the difficulties encountered in planning an area 

defense, Fig. 6 also shows, a.s one possible target syst~m, the location of 

all the cities in the northeastern United States that have a population of 

100, 000 or r.ioreo Figure 6 thus shows a possible target system, the air bases 

for an area defense system, and a rough indication of the range capability of 

the interceptor aircraft. Under the assumption that a ~ood tactic for the 

Soviet Union is a surprise mass raid, and with the estimated size of the 

threat, when a raid occurs a majority of the abov-e citiRs can expect to be 

hit (i.e., either the cities, or the industry, activity, or facilities th~t 

occasion the size of the city). With the first appearance of a hostile bomber 

force in the limited radar net that will exist in the time period under dis-

cuss.ion, it will seldom be irn:nediately apparent whether this one raid is the 

sole raid that .,,,ill later fan out over the entire northeastern region, or 

whP.ther another raid will appear, after a short time lapse, on a different 

part of the µerL11eter. FightP.r commitment i.s thus uncertain and likely to 

be non-optimumo 



Under the sort of attack pattern and target system postulated here, 
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it would appear thAt some part of the raid will come within the normal com-

bat radius coverage of all interceptor bases. Since targets will appear 

clot'le to 11 home 11 for each interceptor, there is no need to seek targets at 

some longer range that would require the use of alternative recovery bases for 

pre-combat ranc;e exb~nsiono (The possibility always exists, of course, that 

so:ne fighter::> may not be drawn into the battle if, for example, the Soviets 

should choose not to strike any targets in the Chicago-Great Lakes area, bu~ 

should concentrate on the Atlantic seacoast regiona This tactic is not con-

sidered a good tactic since only partial advantage is taken of the surprise 

factor s.nd the applicA.tion to only a few targets of a force of the size 

credited thl'l USSR woJ.ld result in grossly overkilling the selected tareets.) 

Usefulness of Increase in Time Available for Combat 

The a.mount of ti'llA that a fighter can spend in Co:Y'.bat def'ends prima-

rily upon the distance fro:n base that the combat occurs. If the combat occurs 

at a distance equal to the maxi.mu.:: combat radius of the aircraft, the time 

available for combat is necessarily limited and the bulk of the sortie is con-

sumed in setting-up the interception and returning hor.1eo For missions where 

co!libat. occurs Ht. distances from base of less than the maxi:nu:n com.bat radius, 

an increased amount of time can be avail':l.bl~ for co:-:i.bat by virtue of the 

simple fact that less fuel need be consumed in flying to and from base. 

If no forewarning of an inpending attack is available to the Air Defense 

CoITL~and, a ver~ small part of the total ADC strenr,th is on runway-alert status 

when the first radar warnine; is received (because of th~ peacetime training 

requirement). The number of combat-ready aircraft then gradually increases as 
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some aircraft are recalled from training duties and other aircraft have main-

t~nance completed. 

Several f'l.ctors argue that fightArs should be committed to battle and 

should attack the bombers as early as possible; i.e., as soon as possible 

after the tine when the fighter can reach the bomber, combat effective.ly, 

and return to base, These factors include: 

a. The kills from the attacks of the first WBVe of 

fighters should have time to fall-out befor~ 

following attacks bep;in, in order to avoid over

killing or attacking a dyinp, bomber. 

b. GCI control capabilities are limited. Early kills 

reduc~ tne number of attacke:rs that penetrate suc

cessive defense zo~es. 

c. Fighters individually cormnitted to battle can be 

close-controlled in contrast to a less effective 

loose or quasi-close control that must be emplo~,·ed 

if large nu.11bers of fighters are simultaneously 

commit t13d to battle. 

d. As much defense a.ctivity as possible shnuld be exe

cuted away from target areas and bomb release lines 

in order to maximize the efficiency of fighter con

trol, tc grant interceptors ti11e to exerc:Lse their 

full d<"fensive potP-ntial prior to pemitration of 

local defense zones by the bombers, and to minimize 

local defense surveillance and decision requirements. 

For the desired interception as indicated above, the need to effect 

the interception as early as possible will force the fighter to near-maxirn'Ur.l 

rant,e missions, and the tL~e available for combat will still be short. 

The plR-nned, time available for combat is based upon some determina-

tion of the ti:ae required for combat. Since the time required for combat 



is quite variable, a fixed allowance of time for combat if small will be 
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inadequate or marginal in many cases and if large enou?:h to cover all cases 

will be wastefull;;: conservative for many. Obviously, a compro~ise 11ust 

be adopted with thr~ acknowledged risk that bomber evasive action, jamming 

of interceptor air-l'round cornmu..'1ications, employment of radar confusion de-

vices, or other bomber defense tactics may degrade fighter interception 

capability to the point where many f.ightPrs will require additional time 

to expend their full a:rma:nent load. 

General Considerations 

The major group of the more suitable alternative bases in the north-

eastern United States is probably the group of fighter interceptor bases 

themselvl'ls. An:r of these bases should be able at least to recover and re-

fuel - and possibly recycle - any of the interceptors that will be in the 

air defense system. With but little preplanning the turnaround time for 

11 visitors 11 not requiring maintenance could be sufficiently brief that the 

aircraft coW.d be resortied if required. If maintenance is required, the 

aircraft will possibly be out-of-commission for a longer time than if it 

were 11 home, '' but any a:ircraft that requires maintenance wil.l undoubtedly 

not be able to mai<e :nore than the initial sorti.e against any one raid. 

The distribution of the present ADC fir,hter interceptor bases is 

Shown again on Figo 7. Around each of these bases are drawn two concentric 

circles or arcs of circles of radii of 50 and 100 nautical mileso This pre-

sentation again illustrates the density of the interceptor bases; i.e., 

practically all points on the Atlantic coastline between Massachusetts and 

Virginia are within 50 miles of an interceptor base, and a.11 of the region 



north and east of centr~l Ohio is within 100 miles of an interceptor base -

with the exception of a small area in central Pennsylvania. More dense 

coverage can be obtained by including other Air Force bases that, although 
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not ADC bases, have adequate runways, navigation aids, and jet fuel supplies, 

or by including those civilian airports with jet fuel stockso The problems 

involved in the utilization of such bases become progressively more difficult, 

however. 

Specific Calculations 

An appreciation of the magnitude of the increase in combat time avail-

able through the use of alternative recovery bases as well as of the factors 

that influence this payoff, may be gained by considerine a specific nunerical 

example. 

Strike Description 

Consider a Soviet bomber strike against the United Stateso The 

following items outline the features of the air defense problem that 

are essential for this evaluation of alternative bases; a more complete 

description is ['iv en in Appendix II: 

a. The bomber strike philosophy is based on saturation 

of the defenses. All bombers attackinr, targets 

located in the sam~ area will penetrate the defenses 

in a single formation and remain together as long as 

possible until branching-off to seek the separate 

targetso 

bo The target system is the group of u.s. cities with a 

population of 100,000 or more. (Neither the number 

nor the character of the targets thus defined is con

sidered particularly sienificant. This definition 



merely establishes an example that contains 

much of the nature of the problem facing any

one either attacking or defending a nQ~ber of 

widely dispersed targets in various positions 

with respect to a radar network and a system 

of interceptor bases). 

c. The bomber force is a uniform type force attack

ing at high altitude. A range of possible threats 

is considered by analyzing two separate cases that 

straddle the re[ion of most interest. The two 

threats considered are: a bomber of the Tu-4 or 

B-29 type and a bomber of the B-47 type. 

do The ground radar environment consists of continu

ous coverage for control purposes behind the de

tection perimetP.r; i.e., a distant 11 alarmrr line 

does :1ot exist. The bomber is under continuous 

surveillance from the time it is detected (at 

least in the northeastern part of the U.S. where 

these detailed calculations will be applied). 

e. The fighter interceptor distribution is assumed 

to be one squadron of interceptors at each of the 

ADC bases occupied as of mid-1953. 

fo The interceptor force consists of sinf:le-type, 

area-intercept, turbojet fir,hters of present-day 

speed, range and performance capabilities. The 

critical fighter characteristic of concern here 

is that the hypothesized fighter is able to com

b01t the "Tu-L.. type 11 bomber threat on a relatively 

economical engine power setting, the same power 

settinr, that is used durinf post-combat return to 

baseo In order to combat the "B-4 7 type" bomber 

threat the fighter must use afterburner power 
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which consUl!les fuel at a rate three tDnes as 

great as the rate during post-combat flir,ht 

to base. 

?· The fie;hter availability is limited tir:.ewise by 

a peacetime requirement for continuing traininr, 

concurrent with the air defense assignment. Only 

a small fraction of the total strength of each 

squadron ls on runway alert with the additional 

aircraft available at periodic intervals after the 

alarm has been sounded. 

h. The fighter corrnni.tment policy is to attack the 

bomber force as soon as possible; i.e., to mini

mize penetration of defended territory by the 

bomberso The fighter is scrambled as soon as 

poss~ble aft~r it is avaibble (e·. above) a.nd it. 

can reacn the bombers, combat for a specified 

period of time (five minutes), and return home 

with a conventional fuel reserve. 

Two of the sir,nificant implications of the problem thus defined are 

as follows: 

a. The fighter is committed with the expectation that it 

will complete the interception, combat effectively in 

a period of five minutes, and return homeo The alterna

tive recovery base system is a use-as-needed system 

that may be able to give additional combat time to some 

fighters. (A less conservative tactic, for example, 

would be to scramble fighters at such times and to such 

locations as would allow them five minutes of combat if 

they always landed at the nearest base)o 

b. Many fighters will have an amount of time available for 
:' 

combat consi.derably in excess of the brief allowance 

specified in the fighter commitment policy" This feature 
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results from the limited early warning available to the 

defense" Since an appreciable fraction of the fighter 

strength is not available for an hour or more after de-

tection of the bomber force, the continuing penetration 

by the bombers ;.iill result in successively shorter amounts 

of pre-combat flight for each succeeding wave of fighters. 

If unli;nited early warning werP. available or, as mirht 

occur on the second raid, nearly all fighters are on run

way alert, the situation will be differento With a mass 

raid and li~ited early warnL~g the squadron commander 
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(or control center) does not have much of a decision to 

make; the fighters $Crarrible as soon as ready. With excess 

early warning the decision must be zr.ade to scramble the 

fighters early and allow a brief amount of time for com

bat, or delay the scramble and gain a larger amount of time 

available for combat - at the cost, of course, of additional 

penetration by the bombers. 

Within the concept of a mass surprise raid on the United States, the 

northeastertl part of the U.S~ may be attacked by perhaps three or four large 

formations of bombers, each formation breaking into Sffialler units after 

penetrating the outer defenseso The present example hypothesizes a trans-

Canada attack by one such group of bombers against the portion of the pre-

viously specified targets located in the Chicago-Detroit area. As detailed 

in Appendix II, nu.rnerical values are assigned to the pertinent factors in 

the radar-bomber-interceptor-base system and the strike is then analyzed 

according to a simplified version of techniques currently being employed 

in other RAND studieso The desired result of this analysis is a compari-

son of the t:L'ne available to the fighters for use in combat under two dif-

ferent conditions: the interceptor returns home after combat, or the inter-

ceptor lands at an alte1'"!1ative recovery base after combat. 
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~JlF.lysis Results 

In this ex~~ple the use of alternative recovery bases resulted 

in a sipnificant increase in the amount of time available to the 

interceptors for use in combat. i\s a gross measure of this increase 

in time av~ilable for combat, alternative recovery basee provided a 

1+0% overall increase for the Tu-4 type of threat and a 20% overall 

increase for tte B-1 .. 7 type of threato These comparisons are based 

on the sumnations over all the interceptors of the varying amounts 

of combat time available to each individual fighter. 

Of ereater interest than thP overall marnitude, however, is the 

distribution of the benefit. How many and which of the fighters re-

ceive an increase in time available for combat? Does the increase 

benefit the fighter that has only five minutes of combat time avail-

able ·'Jr t>e fighter that already has twenty-five minutes of combat 

tir~e available? 

With respect to the number of fighters that benefit by using al-

ternative bases, the fi.ghters that were scrambled against the bo;;;bers 

were considered to fall into four groups: 

a. The fighter -w-as scrambled but the bomber reached 

the tar~et before interception occurredo 

t. The fir,hter was scrambled and made the intercept 

but the bomber reached the target before the 

fip;hter exhausted its combat allowance of fuel, 

hence the fightPr returned to home base. 

c. The fighter was scrambled, made the intercept, 

engaged in combat until its fuel was exhausted, 

and was forced to return home because an alterfta

tive base was not available. 

d. The fighter was scra~bled, made the intercept, 

flew until its fuel was exhausted, and landed at 

an alternative base nearer than home ba~e. 



(No consideration was given here to such items as aborts, pilot 

errors, vectoring errors, or battle tactics, or the influence of 

these items on the combat time requiredo For instance, a single 

fighter clc~e-con~:roll,::d with zero vector inc error ap:ainst a single 

bomber :i1i;:-ht be able effectively to discharge all of its ammunition 

on the fir::it pass and might spend only one or two minutes in actual 

combat. Such a fighter would normally return home .immediately. 

This paper is l.i.t!lited to a discussion of the fuel capacity lim.ita-

tion of endurance and the amount of time available for combat if 

needed. ) 

Item (d) above is thus the cat~gory of central interest here. 

The pertinent results may be presented as follows: 

Tu:..4 B-47 
Type Type 

~ the fie,hters scrambled: 

! Fraction where fighters could 
I 

I 
use alternative bases and 

they were available: 50% 60/, 

Of the fighters that new until fuel 

was exhausted: 
\ 

Fraction that had alternative 

base available: 7(}/, 7(Jj, 

Of most significance, however, is a comparison of the distri-
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bution of available combat time among the fiehters for the conditions 

with and without the use of alternative bases. For both the Tu-4 type 

of threat and the B-47 type of threat the qualitative results were 

essentially the same and e.s illustrated by Figo 3 on the following page. 



Distribution of Available Combat Time 
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Using alternative bases 

Cumulative 

percent 

of 
fighters* 

/-- Returning to home base 

Available Combat Time 

*Percentage of fighters that have at least the indicated amount 
of Combat Time. 

Figure 3 

The essential result of the ano.ly sla is that, in general, the 

largest increase in combat time is realized by the fighter that is 

most likely to need it. This not unexpected situation exists since 

the fiv,hter with a large initial amou.rit of combat tL11e must perforce 

be situated on a favorably located base, near the bomber track, L~ 

order to have a relatively large a.m.ount of combat time, whereas the 

fighter that combats at a large distance from home is not only the 

fighter with the least available combat time but is also the fighter 

that is most likely to have a choice of nearer alternative recovery 

base so 

The specific graphs depicting the numerical values of the dis-

tribution of combat time available for the cases of this example are 
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shown on Fii:::s. 9 and 10, pages 34 a.nd 35. From these curves several 

comparisons can be made. for example, against the Tu-4 type of threat 

ap~roximately 25% of all the fighters that break off the co~bat because 

of fuel limhations will have had less th'ln 10 minutes of Co'.Ilbat time 

available if they are required to return home after combato The use 

of alternative recovery bases would insure that all of the same gr~up 

of fighters could have more than 10 minutes of time available for com-

b.1t, if needed. Apainst the more severe B-47 type of threat approxi-

mately 35% of the same class of fiphters had less than 10 minutes of 

combat time available under return-home tactics. This figure is re-

duced to le~an 10% if alternative bases are used. Or, using a dif-

ferent comparison, against the B-1.7 type threat the combat time avail-

able to 75% of the fighters has been increased approximately five minutes 

by the use of alternative bases. For the Tu-4 type the benefit is even 

larger. Since the example under discussion based the fighter commitm~mt 

policy on a five-minute allowance of time for combat, the availability 

of an extra five minutes surely augurs well for a successful intP,rcep-

tion, at least from time limitation consi.derations. 

It is undoubtedly certain that the specific numbers cited above 

pertain only to this particular example and the numerical values that 

characterize the problem. If the bomber stream crossed the U.S.-Canada 

border at a different location some fighters could have used alternative 

bases more profitably and some less profitably. If more early warning 

wer~ available fighters would be scrambled earlier and they would have 

less combat tL~e available. Alternative bases would then be even more 



SUimnary 

attractive. If the assumed interceptor characteristics are opti-
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mistic and the ratio of fuel consumption rate during combat to fuel 

consumption rate during cruise-to-base is greater than three for 

severe threats the alternative bases are of diminished value. If 

suitable alternative bases are more numerous than assumed here the 

value of alternative base tact i.c~ ls further enhanced. 

The qualitative results of t.hjs example are considered to argue 

that, the use of alternative recovery bases may offer ~ignificant as-

sistance in the solution of the air defense proble~. 

The air defensP. situation in the northeastern part of the United States 

is such that fighters on interception missions iii..ll frequently r)e nearer some 

interceptor base other than their home base. This situation occurs because the 

effective combat radius of the fi.ghter aircr3ft ls larger than the average dis-

tance between intPrceptor bases. Since conditions are foreseeable wherein ad-

ditional combat time over that obtainable us inf current tactics may be useful 1 

advanc~ provision for the use of such readily available alternative recovery 

bases may well spell the difference between a successful and an unsuccessful 

interceptor sortie (or between a successful sortie where the interceptor is 

lost and a successful sortie where the interceptor is available for future 

use). 
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:JISCUSSION 

This analysis has considered the use of alternative recovery bases ,gs a 

means of' saving f 1JAl durinf the r:~st-combat portion of an air defense inter-

cepti.on sortie. Fuel thus saved may be madA available for use in the pre-

combat and combat portions of the mission. This practice allows the fighter 

to Uy farther before co~nbat and to r·?main in combat an ,Lncreased length of 

time. An increase in pre-combat range capability pernits more fighters to 

be drawn into the air battle (fighter displacP-ment perpendicular to the bomber 

trac~) or allows the fighters to engage the bombers earlier or longer (fighter 

' displacement parallel to the bomber track) or, of cour9e, a combination of 

these features. 

Use of Alternative Recovery Bases to Ex;tehd the Pre-combat Range 

The maximum potential benefit of this tactic is a factor-of-two increase 

in the pre-combat distance of flight. For time-limited interceptions where 

the fighter ;nust 11 hurry11 (Le., use afterburner) on the outbound leg but can 

economize on f•iel consumption on the rP.turn leg the potential pre-combat range 

extension is considerably reduced. 

The rada:r ea::-ly-warninr; available to many interceptor bases within the 

U.S. is ina.de,1ua'~"= to peri::i.t the:n to obtain r:iaxi.'!lum design ranre of operation 

( i. eo , fighters fro;r, coastal bases must frequently use afterburner to complete 

intercepts before the bomber reaches a bomb release line). Hence, only a 

limi.ted number of fiR;hters based some dist'<nce inland have the time available 

to effect displa.ceir,ents before combat. 

"Good" tactics for bombers attacking the U.S. appear to be to use the 

initial surprise rai.d to strike a laree number of the major targets. Since 

- -.1-
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different routes of attack are possible for most targets,a concern for spoof-

proof defonses would argue tha.t fighters based to protect specifl.c targets or 

target areas will not be cow.mit ted to battle away from home against a raid 

that ma;z: dev~lop bto a threat to the assirned area but will be held for an 

actual threat or until the air battlP picture clearly indicates that the ho!".le 

threat has p3.ssed. Thi.:; lapse of t.im~ ap:ain precludes extensive displacement 

of fif,bt~rs. 

The limited potential benefit, the difficult operational problems, and 

the serious disadvantages of this tactic combine to argue against this :nethod 

of attempting to increase bor.-i.ber attrition. 

Cse of Al ternA.tive. Recover_'x_Oa_se~ to Increase the 'fL"lle Available for Combat 

The fu"'l consumed in combat duri nr a lon" rarwe intercept mission is b'Jt 

a small fraction of thr; total fuel capacity of the interceptor. A several-

fold potential increase in available combat ti:ne is thereforP feasible if, 

for example. one-half of th~ fuel r:)served. for fli§~ht ho:re car: be diverted 

for use i.n combat. 

Several. conci-Lti::ms are foreseeable in which addi ti.on.al tL'lle available 

are :J.nde:r loosi:· or iuasi-close control, as may be the case av.a inst streams 

or cells of bombers, the time requirf'd for a fighter to detect a bomber, 

maneuver, and close to firing position will probably exceed the correspond-

im'. time requirement for close control. Or, after the main stream of bombers 

has splintered to seek individual targets (or if the threat consists of sneak 

:raids or raids by srnall groups of high perforP1ance bombers) the bombers may 

conduct ev~sive action or such course changes as will force the fight~rs into 



ti.n.e-consuminr tail chases. If decoys or confusion devices are utilized 

by a bomber force the intArceptor may be forced to do ext!'!nsive searching 

and make numerous identification passes in order to find a real targete 

If an interceptor can prevent the delivery on target of a nuclear 

device with the yield available since Hiroshima it can be argued that re-

covery of the int<:>.rceptor is relatively uninportanto An interceptor most 

certainly should not be required to break-off its combat w.l.th al\ invading 

bomber force and return home with ammunition aboard if it still has suffi-

cient fuel to continue the co~bat and find an alternative recovery field 

(discounting the (•xistence of either a surfeit of interceptors wa:i ting to 

rto bs.t tl·~ 8r ':ln .L:ip•":n~tr3.blt1 local defensp,)" The payoff for a small addi-

c <mal amount of combat time may well be an increase in bomber at tr i. tion. 

Conclusion 

It is concluded that the use of alternative recovery bases presents a 

foasible method for increasing the amount of time available to an intercep-

tor force for use in combat. 
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APPENDIX I 

DERIVATION OF EQUATIONS 

Extension of Pre-Combat Rance 

It is desired to obtain a comparison of two distHnces 9 the maximum 

distances from a bomber track the.t an interceptor base may be located if: 

the interceptor returns ho:ue after col':'lbat; or the interceptor is recovered 

at ~n alternative base after combat. An extension of pre-combat range will 

affect both the number of fighters that can combat the bomber force (Le. , 

fighters can be drawn toward the bomber track) and the location where com-

bat occurs (ioeo, fighters may be able to attack the bombers sooner). This 

analysis will speak in terms of range extension normal to the bomber track, 

Pw~-11.)2 
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however, since it is this factor that may allow additional fighters to enter 

the air battle and may thus have the largest effect on bomber attrition. 

Concern for extension of range will limit the analysis to consideration of 

maximum length missions (the interceptor that combats close to home on a. 

short-range mission obviously needs no range extension). 

Consider the geometry of the conventional type interception. For the 

moment, limit the discussion to the fighter that flies a mission of maximum 

length and performs a fixed l2Ill.ount of combat along a specific portion of 

thP bomber track. If the fuel consumption rate of the fighter during pre-

combat cruise-out (after climb) is equal to the fuel consumption rate dur-

ing post-combat return to base then the locus of interceptor bas~s from 

which this fip,hter can complete the specified interception is an ellipse, 

with major axis along the bomber track, and loci located at the points 

where the combat bep:ins and ends. 



In reality, -:,he fuel consu.11pli0:i rnt,:s during cruise-out and cruise-

in are seldom identic"11, particularly if the cruise-out is with after-

burner pow1'r. Furthermore, with sin[le pass fighters combating at large 

distances from base, the ground cover~d during combat is small compared to 
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the distances flown before and after combat. From geo:netrical considerations 

the combat is essentially point combat. It is therefore assumed that the 

locus of bases from which the above interception can occur is a circle (in-

stead of an ellipse). Equations (6) and (9) below specifically reflect this 

condition. , 

The maxim~~ distance from the bomber track that an interceptor base can 

be located and mou.'lt missions of the spe.cifiP.d nature is thus the distance 

1i shown in Figure 11, case 1, p9.ge 38. As the bomber penetrates the de

fended territory it may be attacked by fighters from any base located in a 

corridor, centered on the bomber track of width equal to twice the distance 

Now consider the same interceptor a~ above performing the same amount 

of combat along a fix:Ad portion of the bomber track but permit the interceptor 

to fly to an alternative recovery base: the locus of interceptor bases able 

to mount such missiom0 of maximum t'ange ),s a circle (see Fic;ure ll, c:lSe 2) 

centered on the point where co;nbat begins, with a radius that varies with 

the distance, R, the aircraft must fly after combat to find a suitable alterna-

tive baseo The radius of this circle, L
2

, is the maximum distance that an 

interceptor base can be located from the bomber track and still mount! alterRa-

tive-recovery-base type missions with a distancP, R of post-combat flight. 

The amount by which 12 exceeds L1 is the potential pre-combat range 



extension, perpendicular to the bomber track, thal ifl av-ailable throut;h the 

use of alternative recovery bae~s. 

Bomber 

-~ 
Track 

Combat Portions Equal 

<>/ 
0 

0 

' 

--J 

Case 1 Case 2 

Figure 11 

With this general introduction consider Fipure 11. above, where: 

D = a 

D • 
0 

D. = 
l 

L "' 

R • 

distance covered in climb-to-altitude (nautical miles) 

distance co·1ered during cruise-out at alt.itude (n.mi.) 

distance covered during return to home base after 
combat (n.mL) 

ma.xir,1urr1 distance from bomber track of fight?.r base 
thHt can ~nount interception missions (n.mi.) 

distance from point where combat terminates to 
alternative recovery base (n.mi.) 
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~"Oubscript 1 refers to combat-radius type mi.ssion. 

Subscript 2 refers to alternative recovery base type missiono 

And let: 

F - fuel availabl~ for climb, cruise-out, combat, and 
m cruise-to-base portions of rr.ission (lbs. ) 

F = fuel c used in combat (lbs.) 

.. "' fuel used in cruise-to-base (lb~.) • i 

f ,. specific fuel consumption rate during cruise-out 
0 

(lbs./nomi.) 

f. :: specific fuel consumption rate during cruise-in 
1 (lbs./n.mi.) 

l< • ratio of specific fuel consumption rate during 
cruise-in to specific fuP.l consumption rate 
durinc cruise-out ( 0 < k < l) 

Upon simple manipulation of the following, equations: 

a. Fi_1el Bala.nee: 

F "' F + F + F + F., m a o c 1 

b. Fuel Consu.'1lption: 

F • f D ' 01 0 01 

f ... f D ' o'"' 0 02 
<'., 

T,' 
"" f. D.' ... 

l.l 1. l. 

F • f. R, 
i, l. 

"' 

c. Geometrical Relations: 

D
1
. • D + D , 

a o1 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

( 5) 

( 6) 

( 7' ' ) 



d. Definition: 

f. 
l 

k .. T 
0 

e. 3i,•rlJ::,lifyinr: assumption: 

an expression of the desired relationship :is obtained: 

Increase in Time Available for Corr.bat 
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(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

Cons id er a.1~ain a comparison of the ti,.;o ty;ies of missions under dis-

cussion: th~ rAturn hon<e and thi; alternative base missions. Here, however, 

tr1e effect of using alternative recovery bases is best illustrated by holding 

the pre-combat µortio:;s of fiight identical in the comparison. The saving 

in fuel in th3 post-combat fliGht is thus entirely reflected in the combat 

portion of t~e missiono 
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Figure 12 

With ri=.!ference to Ficure 12 above, where: 

Case 2 
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F r . ' . c' 1 
f., D~, Rand subscripts 1 and 2 are as defined on page 38, 

J. J.. 

f 
c 

thf' time available for combat in the conventional 
waxL~um-co~bat-radius mission (hrs.) 

the ti111e availablP for co:nbat with altArnative re
covery basf'S (hrs.) 

scecific fuel consumption rate during combat 
f; b 0 /n ·"'" \ \ ..J.. ..., • • o1L.l.e i 

VF = v-eloci ty of flghtPr in combat (knots) 
c 

v8 velocity of bomber in combat (knots) 
c 

s ra'. .. io of specific fuel consu,11ption rate during 
cruise-in (post combat ilight-to-basf>.) to the 
specific fuf'l consumption rate during combat. 

D ... distance interceptor flies during combat in a 
cl maximum combat radius if returning to home base 

after combat (n.mi.) 



Upon manipulation of the followinl3 equations: 

a. TiJe-fuel relationship: 

t = c 

F c 

b. Fuel consuuption: 

= f.D. 
1 l 

• f .R 
1 

c. Basic condition of equal pre-combat fli[ht: 

(F + F.i) = (F + F.) 
c ... 1 c 1 2 

d. Definition: 

f. 
l 

s - -f 
c 

a po.ir of s impl~ expressions of the desired form arP. obtainec!: 

1 + s 

' \ :' D1-R)' 
I D 
\ cl 
\, ' 
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(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 



APPSNDIX II 

SAMPLE STRIKE DETAILS 

Description of Offense 

Tarp;et System 

Of the U.S. cities with a population of 100,000 or more the 

following cities were asswned, because of their relative geographic 

closeness, to be the targets of this strike:* 

lo Buffalo, New York 

2. Chicago, Illinois 

3. Cincinnati, Ohio 

4. Cleveland, Ohio 

5. Golumbus, Ohio 

6. Dayton, Ohio 

?. Detroit, Michigan 

8. Erie, Pennsylvania 

9, ~vansville, Indiana 

10. Flint, Michigan 

11. Fort Wayne, Indiana 

120 Gary, Indiana 

13. Grand Rapids, Michigan 

14. Indianapolis, Indiana 

15~ Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

16. Peoria, Illinois 

17. Pittsburg, Pennsylvania 

180 Rochester, New York 

190 South Bend, Indiana 

200 Syracuse, New York 

21. Toledo, Ohio 

220 Youngstown, Ohio 

("'Cities are numbered for cross-referencing on 
Fit• 8, Po33) 

Strike Paths 

Concern for such factors as saturation of defense, minimum pene-

tration distance, minimum total flieht distance, navigation check 
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points, bomb run IP 1 s (Initial Points), the targets listed above, etc., 

lead to a selection of bomber routese Fig. 8, p. 33, shows those 

chosen for this example. 



Bomber Characteristics 
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The two sPparate cases considered are characterized by the follow-

ing do.ta:* 

T1.~-4 or B-29 Type of Threat 

Speed 

Altitude 

325 knots 

30,000 ft. 

B-47 Type of Threat 

Speed 

Altitude 

4.50 knots 

45, 000 ft. 

*These values are assumed constant 

from i.nitial detection to bomb 

relea3e line. 

Description of Defense 

Radar Coverage 

The bomber force is assumed to be detected, and continuously tracked 

after it crosses the line of 50° No. Latitude. 

Interceptor Bases 

The air defense fip;hter interceptor squadron locations are assumed 

to be the same as are in existence in mid-1953; namely, for the area of 

interest:* 

ao Greater Pittsburgh Airport, Pennsylvania 

bo Griffiss Air Force Base, New York 

c. Kinross Air Force Base, Mich:igan 

do Niagara Falls Municipal Airport, New York 

e. 0 1 Hare Int~rna t ional Airport, Illinois 

f. Sel frid.p;e Afr Fo:--ce BasP., Viichigan 

g. Scott Air Force Base, Illinois 

( +sases are lettered for cross-referencin>:: on Fifo 8, Ps 33) 



h. Truax Air Force Base, Wisconsin 

i. Wright-ratterson Air Force Base, Ohio 

j. Wurtsmith Air Forc0 Base, Michigan 

k. Youngstown Municipal Airport, Ohio 

Interceptor Distribution and Availability 

Fighter interceptor squadrons are assumed to be distributed on 

a basis of one squadron at each of the above bases. Individual air-

craft are available according to the following time schedule: 

Time after initial 
detection of raid 

Additional fighters available 
at each base 

5 mino 

15 min. 

30 min. 

1 hour 

1 1/2 hours 

2 hours 

Interceptor CharactPristics 

2 

2 

4 

4 

4 

4 

Total fuel capacity (lbs.) 5000 

Fuel allowance for start, taxi, take-
off and accelerate (lbs.) 1000 

Required fuel reserve after mission (lbs.) 750 

Fuel consu.~ed in clj~~b to 30,000 ft. 
(normal power) (lbs.) 1500 

Fuel consumed in climb to 45,000 ft. 
(normal power), (lbs. ) 1750 

Fuel com·. urned in clLrnb to 45, 000 ft. 
(afterburner pow er) (lbs, ) 2000 

Speed at 30,000 ft. (normal power) (kn) 475 

Speed at 45,000 ft.(norrnal power) (kn) 475 

Speed at 45,000 ft.(afterburner power) (kn) 525 

Time to takeoff and accelerate (min.) 1 

Time to climb to 30,000 ft. (normal power) 
(min.) 5 

Time to clL'Tlb to 45, 000 ft. (normal power) 
( :nin. ) 20 

"'le'" R.M-l. :;J ... 
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Time to cli:ilb to 1-.5, 000 ft. (afterburner 
power) (min. ) 10 

Distance covered in cli~b to 30,000 fto 
(normal power) ( n. ~ni. ) 50 

Distance covered in climb to l+.5, 000 ft. 
(normal power) (nomL) 150 

Distance covered in climb to L.i5, 000 ft. 
(afterburner power) (n. mi.) 75 

Specific fuel consumption rate at 30,000 ft. 
(normal power) (n.mi./lb.) O. 3 

Specific fuel consumption rate at 45, 000 ft. 
(norm.al power) ( n. rd. /lb. ~ O. 3 

Specific fuel consumption rate at 45,000 ft. 
(afterburner power) (n.mi./lb.) O.l 

It is reemphasized that these valuP.S are merely hypothesized 

values for the purpose of characterizing the interceptor$ It may be 

objected that the interceptor performance as stated for operation of 

30,000 ft. is inconsistent with the performance of 45,000 for the 

~ airplane, etco The analysis, however, never has occasion to 

make such a comparison. 

Fiehter Commitment (Scramble) Polic,x: 

If a fighter is ready for takeoff but the bomber is still out of 

range, the fighter takeoff is ;; ssur:-ied to be delayed until such time 

as the ffrhter <'an intercept the bomber (assurr.inc an extrapolation of 
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the bomber course), combat for five minutes, and return home. Fighters 

that will not be ready for takeoff until a later time when the bombers 

have penetrated well within range will be scrambled as soon as they 

beco:r.e ready. 

Since this specific strL~e is hypothesized to be part of a larger 

raid on the United States, it is assumed that interceptor bases on the 



edges of the area of this raid will have a divided responsibility. 

Specifically, one-half of the intPrceptors based at Griffiss Air 

Force Base are assumed to be used to combat an over-water raid 

against the east coast, and on~-half of the interceptors based at 

Truax AFB and Scott AFB are assumed diverted (or held in reserve) 

for a raid against Duluth, ~innea~olis, St. Paul, Kansas City, etc •. 
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In the absence of foreknowledi:;e of the specific targets of a raid 

the defense may guide their actions by some value-to-self ranking of 

the possible targets. For this example, this effect is considered by 

assumine a defense force desire to minimize bomber penetration beyond 

the 47th parallel (this was est,blished to allow five minutes of combat 

before reaching such northern targets as Milwaukee, Flint, Buffalo, etc.). 

This penetration l~nitation is reflected in the analysis in the decision 

to force the interceptor to climb to altitude on afterburner power - if 

necessary - to prevent the specified penetration. 

Fighters scrambled after thP main strean of bombers had separated 

into two or more branches were assigned targ~ts according to the rela-

tive sizes of the bomber forces. ThP attempt was ma.de to maintain the 

value of th .. ratio of fighter attacks per bomber a constant for all 

bombers. (This does ~maximize combat time, but it attempts to avoid 

overkilling some bombers while neglecting others)o 

Description of the Combat 

The feature of interest in the bombF>r-interceptor combat was defined 

to be the llmount of time that the fighter could remain with the bomber stream 

be for€' a fuP.l limitation forced the fighter to break away from the bombers and 

·II,' • 
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seek a landini:; field. This c'ombat t:i:ne factor was determined under two con-

ditions for each intE>rCef-1tor corudtted to battle. The first condition re-

quirPd the interceptor to return to the base from which it tooK: offo The 

second condition permitted the interceptor to land at any of the interceptor 

bases. The choice among the available bases in the second case was dictated 

by the S?ecification to max.L~um co~bat time; i.e., maximun a!:lount of time 

spent with the bomber force before breakaway. 

The interceptor flight path was considered to consist of three legs: 

a cruise-out leg from base to the i:1tercept point; a co:nbat leg from the 

intercept point to the breakaway po int; and a crui.se-in leg fror.J the break-

away point to base. Vhenever the bor.iber stream changed course or branched, 

fi11 hters on the c rui.se-out leg were revectored to a new intercept point, and 

fir;hters on the cornba.t let~ changed coursP with the bomber stream - in the 

direction towCirds horde base if a decision were ;1ecessary. At;ain, revectoring 

of fiP.;hters v1as 1~uided by an attempt to maintain a constant fir,hter-to-bomber 

ratioo 

Deterrnination of the two critical point's, the intercept point, and the 

breakaway point, '//as accomplished graphically by -:ise of Figure 8 and the data 

.in the Bbove para.crat;hs: Bomber Characteristics, and Interceptor Characteris-

~· The point, of intercept was :ieterrdned by finding the point alone the 

bomber track that r""presented equal fljght tir.1es for the fighter and the bomber 

from their respective positions at the ticne th~ fighter was airborne. The 

breakaway point was determined in three ste1>s. First, the bomber track was 

calibrated in terrr:s of the a.mount of fuel required by the fi.;':hter to fiy to 

base. Second, the amount of fuel possessed by each fighter at the time o!: 

intercept was computed. Third, usinr: the value of the rate of fuel consumption 



during combat, the fighter was advanced alont: the borlber track until the 

value of the amount of fuel remainini:, at intercept minus the amount thus 

consumed in combat exactly equaled the amount of fu~l required to fly to 

base. 

The intercept point was determined for eRch individual interceptor 

for each of the two threats considered. Howevt>r, two breakaway points were 

determined for each interceptor for each of the threats; one for return 
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home and one for use of an altPrnative base, if available. Knowledge of the 

intercept point, the breakaway point, and the bomber speed (assuming no 

evasive action) thus yielded the time availabl~ for combat both with and 

without alternative bases. 

Presentatic.;"1 of Results 

The principal results of interest are as follows: Number of 

Fighters That Will Benefit. Of the fighters scrambled with an ex-

pectation of joining combat with the bombers the following table 

lists the breakdown according to the four categories of page 21: 
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I 
I I 

Tu-4 
Type 

------1 

B-1;.7 

Type 

1------------------------------1- ·--+---------·-

0f the fiphtPrs scra:nbled: I 
Fraction that failed to intercept; i,P., 

Fraction where intercept occurred but 

bomber reached BRL before fighter 

had exhausted available fuel: 

Fraction where intercept occurred, fighter 

flew on till fuel was exhaust~d and 

home base was nearest base: 

I 
! 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

l 
I 
! 

Fraction where fie;hters could use al terna.tivel 

bases and they were available: 

10% lot 

baf, 

---~·------1 

*Althoue;h these two number·s are not directly comparable 

the difference is due to di.fferent bomber velocities 

and the different positions alonr; the bomber track at 

which the bombers were intercepted by the fighters. 

Considering only the last two categories above, alternative 

bases have an even larger potential benefit; i.e.: 

-·;:o-



---·-----··-----------

Of the fighters that new until fuel was 

exhausted: 
I 

Fraction that did not have an alternative 

base available: 

I 
I 

Tu-4 I B-47 
Type Type 

I -i--
1 

Fraction ttat had alt,,.rnat ive base avail-
1 r 

able: I 

Overall Result 

The increas~ in tot~l combat time; i.e., a surnmation over 

the total interceptor force of thP combat time available to ea.ch 
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individual fighter throui;;h the use of alternative bases is as follows: 

B-1.7 l l~·-~-~--~---~-'T'-~y_p_e-i 
Overall increase in time Available for I 

combat: 

.. ---·-----·------------------'-------''-------' 

Distribution of Benefit 

The magnitudes of the increase in ageregate combat time as 

well as the fraction df the fighters that will share the benefit 

are certainly appreciable. However, it is felt that the most 

significant results are shown by a presentation of the distri-

bution of the benefit and the essential outstanding fact that 

the fighters that have the least combat time are the ones that 

stand to ga.in the most, (see Fie;ures 9 and 10). 




